
 

 
 

Top 10 Tips to Banish Organizational Burnout  

By Janice Litvin 

 

Banishing burnout is a two-way street. It’s one thing to help yourself and your teams manage stress to 

prevent burnout. But it’s another to create an environment that is culturally burnout-free, aka a Banish 

Burnout Culture. Here are my top tips. 

 

1 

Purpose  
 

People are seeking organizations with mission and values they can connect to. In Points of 

Contact author Tim Durkin explains, “giving people a constant reminder of the meaning of their work is 
the ongoing job of leaders. People thrive when they are involved in something bigger than themselves 

that they care about.”                     

 

2 

Get to Know Them 
 

Workers want to feel appreciated and valued. Asking them something personal, but not invasive, 
like what’s your favorite hobby or what do you do for fun on the weekends. This is a simple but impactful 

way to make them feel like you care about them. 
 

3 

Show Appreciation Their Way 
 

Different people like to be appreciated in different ways. While one employee might love to be praised 

in public, another might be painfully shy and feel overwhelmed with all that attention. As a reward for 
hard work, another employee might want time with their supervisor or a day off. You never know till you 

ask. Learn each person’s “appreciation language” and show it.   
 

4 

Control 
 

One of the key drivers of burnout is lack of control, according to Gallup. Try to give your team as much 

control as possible over their work. No one likes a micro-manager. Asking for a weekly update is one 
thing, but constantly looking over their shoulders is another. Ask your team what their career goals are 

and try to help them reach those goals.  
 

5 

Remove the Stigma of Mental Health 
 

Mental health issues are very real. Some people suffer in silence with anxiety and depression, but do not 

seek help because they do not want to be labeled as “mentally ill.” They may suffer from post-traumatic 
stress from a traumatic event. People need to feel psychologically safe. That means zero tolerance for 

any sort of bullying, be it about politics, religion, or even mask-wearing. If you think someone is 
suffering in silence, say something. See the next tip.   
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6 

If you see something, say something 
 

The second half of eliminating mental health stigma is to address any problem you observe head-on. If 

a person just does not seem like themselves, invite them for coffee. Ask them straight out, “I can see 
that you have not been yourself lately. Is everything okay? Do you want to tell me what is going on? Or 

do you want to talk with someone else? I can provide resources for you.” 

 
Someone may have been bullying them and they were embarrassed to say anything. They may be a 

victim of sexual harassment, a lawsuit in the making. They could have a problem with a family member 
or a sudden financial emergency. 

 

Let them know about all possible resources. 
 

7 

Give Them Your Attention 
 

Take the time to get to know each employee. Invite each person on your team to lunch one-on-one at 
least once a quarter, depending on the size of your team. Time and attention are the biggest 

compliments you can pay a person. Ask questions and then LISTEN.  
 

8 

Leadership Development  
 

This is a broad topic, but the point is that people leave organizations because of bad managers. Most 
managers are promoted for technical skills. It's critical that when promoting someone to management, 

a comprehensive leadership development program is implemented. This should include ensuring the 

person is able to tap into their abilities to be emotionally intelligent, empathetic, and supportive of 
each person's goals and needs.  
 

9 

Give ‘em a break 
 

Do you expect people to be on call all weekend? Obviously if you and the team are managing a weekend 

event or they’re in charge of a software system that runs nights and weekends, then that makes sense. 

But if not, there is absolutely no reason for your teams to have to be on call all weekend. This includes 
emails. They should have the freedom to cut off from work during their free team. There is much 

evidence to suggest that rest, both mental and physical creates a more creative and productive worker 

during their regular workdays.   
 

10 

True Open Door Policy 
 

What I mean by “true open-door policy” is to be open with your attitude. Be open to listening to 
suggestions from employees. It’s usually the people on the front lines who know best what’s working 

and what is not. If you are going to implement a new process or new software system, ask your teams 
their opinions.  
 

Asl them how you are doing as a manager – what they like and what they would change. 
 

 

To learn more about any of my burnout ideas or to bring me into your organization to 

deliver a keynote or lead a workshop, contact me at: Janice@JaniceLitvin.com or 

415.518.2202. Learn more at: www.JaniceLitvin.com. 
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